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PROLOGUE
PRINTED ALONG subtle edges of certain foods items are
dates. Some dates advise sellers, some advise consumers.

The most important dates are determined and issued by
The National Public Health Authority in conjunction with The
Secret Department for Interdimensional Research and
Defense, a government agency partly funded by the Expired
Perishables Council, in effort to protect humankind from
consequences that are devastating, mind boggling, and
avoidable.



CHAPTER 1
MAX JOHNSON met his grandmother, Neta, at the
community center for bingo as he did every Thursday.

Neta waved her cane when she spotted her grandson walk
through the main entrance. Wearing a white collared shirt and
burgundy necktie, Max always came directly from work and,
as one of the youngest players, stood out easily.

Spotting her, he smiled and weaved his way among the
tables to where she was seated near the stage.

Both Max and Neta favored being early for all occasions.
Bingo was no exception. While waiting for other players to
trickle in and the volunteers to finish setting up, they
gratefully took the opportunity to swap tales from the past
seven days of their lives.

Neta began with a story about an elderly neighbor who had
discovered a spoiled half pint of whipping cream in his
refrigerator. The cream had long passed the expiration date
and was on the verge of achieving some other date that Max
was unfamiliar with (he wasn't in the habit of allowing food to
go bad therefore he felt those dates were irrelevant to his life).
The discovery sent the elderly neighbor into such a panic that
he nearly had a heart attack.

Old people are funny about food, thought Max with
wonder. Or maybe it doesn’t mean the same thing to me
because I’m not a fan of milk. I prefer soy milk. I don't
remember the last time I bought any though.

The instant he thought it, he recanted. He had, in fact,
opened a new carton of soy milk for use in cold cereal.
Months ago.

Months ago?



Max covered his mouth to ponder.
Had he consumed the rest of it? He didn’t think so. Had he

discarded it? He didn’t recall doing that either. To the best of
his knowledge, the carton hadn’t seen the light of day since
that meal of cold cereal which implied it could only be one
place.

“Oh wow,” he thought aloud. “I guess it’s still in the
fridge.”

Unfortunately he had stated most of his thought process
out loud as well.

Neta's eyes widened with horror. “You have to go home
right now, Max.”

He waved a hand. “It’s okay, I’ll toss it later after--”
“No!” She gripped his hands suddenly, startling him.

“Forget the game, Max. Go home! Go save your four cats and
let the police handle it. Before it’s too late!”

The police? Max stared, unsure how to respond. Old
people are VERY funny about food.



CHAPTER 2
NETA LAUNCHED into an animated sermon about the
basics of food safety which took a blind turn into a tangled
mess of theoretical physics that left Max stupefied. Players
seated nearby overheard and, within moments, the south end
of the bingo hall erupted into a frenzy.

A man with hair like snow-dusted steel pulled out a phone.
To Max, he said, “Sir, if you tell me your home address, I can
phone the details of your emergency to the property
authorities.”

A rotund woman with a towering wig fainted.
Many others excitedly swapped dairy related horror stories

none of which made sense in any regard.
Max hesitated to respond to the man. Has expired food

ever been this big of a deal?
Neta shook his arm. “Oh, I don’t remember your street

address! Tell him! Let the police save your cats!”
I don’t understand what’s happening here at all.

Overwhelmed, Max sprang to his feet and blurted, “I-I will!”
An attentive hush fell over the hall.
Neta blinked, clutching her chest. “You will what, dear?”
Face beginning to burn under scrutiny, Max sucked in air.

I’m going to leave, because I don’t know why everyone is
acting like this, and I guess go home to throw away the soy
milk, but I’m definitely NOT calling the cops because that’s
ridiculous.

But he couldn’t say that.
But I have to say something. Max straightened. For all to

hear, he announced a vaguely accurate promise to his
grandmother that he finally grasped the importance of what



she was saying (he didn’t, he only knew that it was important
to her) and that he would alert the proper authorities (he
wouldn't; that was his only real fib; he didn’t even know who
that might be or why), and see to it that health and goodness
prevailed (meaning the soy milk would be discarded instead of
consumed).

Silence lingered.
Max began to sweat nervously.
Someone whistled, which was followed by a thunderous

applause.
Neta pulled on his sleeve to make him bend over and

planted a kiss on his cheek. “Thank you,” she mouthed.
Max smiled, feeling guilty. I have no idea what’s going on.



CHAPTER 3
RETURNING HOME, Max set aside his keys, ignored the
three cats napping on a basket of clean clothes in the living
room, and went to the kitchen.

“It was a joke,” he tried to convince himself.
A strangely coordinated, bizzare joke.
“Otherwise it doesn’t make sense.” He pulled open the

refrigerator and bent to look inside. “Well, they got me good.”
He scoffed lightly.
“Just watch, they’ll all come clean at next week’s bingo.

Especially Neta. Geez, I won’t hear the end of it.”
He shuffled items on the shelves in search.
“Regardless, if the carton is still in here, it needs to be

thrown out anyway."
Indeed the forgotten soy milk carton was tucked away in

the back on a lower shelf. He squatted low and fairly crawled
inside to reach it.

The carton, swollen like a puffer fish, had aged far beyond
any of the dates printed anywhere on the container and
certainly had not been consumed within the recommended 7
to 10 days after opening.

Withdrawing the carton, he wondered.
Did spoiled soy beverages give off a stench similar to old

milk? Would a stomach-turning puff of stink belch into his
face if he turned the cap and the gases escaped? Or, would the
scent more closely resemble a slightly sweeter version of a
devastatingly unique aromatic assail characteristic of the most
pungent cheeses? He had always finished soymilk before it
went bad. This situation was foreign to him.

“I don’t know,” he muttered with genuine curiosity.
He didn't sense anything sinister about the situation. It was



a waste, sure. Unfortunate? Absolutely. However in no way
did it warrant his dramatic ousting from the community
center, which he had convinced himself had been an elaborate
prank.

Scrutinizing the carton’s labels, he rose and turned his
back to the fridge, letting its door float shut behind him. He
found nothing untoward, granted there were two dates that
were slightly faded and without a clear purpose. He felt that
nobody knew what those meant anyway.

"I’ll throw it away in a sec."
Curious about the smell, but with every intention of

discarding it thereafter, he gripped the blue screw top cap and
poised his arm to twist it to the left.



CHAPTER 4
AN ALARM sounded somewhere in a government
monitoring center. It’s suspected one might, anyway. No one
of accountability has ever admitted as much.

It’s unknown precisely how The Secret Department for
Interdimensional Research and Defense (SDIRD) is alerted
when dangerously expired cartons of milk and milk substitute
are at risk. To this day, the secret behind their 0.002 second
response time remains top secret and the envy of medical and
disaster response services worldwide.

The board of directors of The SDIRD is made up of
physicists, biomolecular chemists and astrophysicists (this is
the only verifiable information available). When seeking
annual funding from the federal government, the department
representative customarily reads a prepared statement before a
room of high ranking politicians, however this person is rarely
required to read beyond the third paragraph because phrases
like “the demolition of humankind,” “effectively terminate all
plant and animal life as we know it,” and “not even
cockroaches would survive” were adequate to strike terror
into hearts of averagely educated, unreasonably wealthy men.
Most funding is provided upon request if not simply to cease
the reading of scary scientific paraphrasing.



CHAPTER 5
BEFORE MAX was able to satisfy his curiosity, armed agents
in dark body armor and breathing apparatuses burst through
every window in the house.

They dashed through windows in the kitchen, living room,
bedroom, guestroom, the attic (a loud clamor rumbled in the
ceiling overhead, suggesting someone had taken a tumble
over the antique weathervane balanced across Neta’s great
aunt’s rocking chair) and through the rear sliding glass door.
They also kicked through every last door to emerge from
every room with a window. A crowd even burst forth from the
half bathroom beside the pantry despite it having no window
or door to the outside.

One agent rolled over the kitchen table and accidentally
flipped a fruit bowl, sending a dozen manderin oranges rolling
to the floor; this action perturbed Max’s three napping cats
which awoke and attacked the offending agent. The other
agents left their teammate to defend himself, trusting he had,
by qualifying for their unit, completed the “Personal Defense
Against Indoor Felines Course, part 2,” which prepared one to
survive attacks involving two or more Felis catus.

“Um.” Surrounded, Max was even more baffled than he
was at the community center. “C-Can I help you?”

Through the front door, which was ripped open, a
procession of scientists in yellow hazardous materials suits
marched like spacemen on the moon. They waded through the
agents to reach the kitchen where the leader reverently donned
special gloves.

Facing Max, the leader nodded. “You can do this, son.”
And reached out.



CHAPTER 6
THIS GUY wants my soymilk.

Max looked from the carton in his possession to the leader
who held out his hands, incredibly intent on the carton. He
began to doubt that his grandmother, or anyone else at the
community center, could pull off a prank like this.

I still don’t get why everyone cares so much about expired
soy milk...

Resigned to be confused, Max held the carton out to the
leader.

When the carton changed hands, the leader nearly fumbled
it, provoking a collective gasp of fright from the house full of
agents, including the agent wrestling the cats, as well as from
the cats.

The leader met Max's eyes heroically, sweat beading his
brow. “Everything’s going to be okay.”

Max wondered as to the precise meaning of ‘okay’ and
how it might correlate with everyone’s warped sense of
‘trouble’.

Was it a public safety violation to open expired containers
in this county? In this city? Did the agents mean to put the
carton in the trash for him? Or maybe they represented the soy
milk company. Had they come to offer their deepest regrets
that he had been unable to enjoy the entire carton of their
wondrous calcium fortified product, and give him a voucher
for another?

When the scientist had possession of the carton, four
agents physically removed Max from the house and into a
zipper-sealed tent on the front lawn, where was asked in a
commanding way to remain there in a folding chair and was



given access to refreshments of juice, coffee, tea and an
assortment of crackers and cheese, all set out in tiny paper
cups with innocuous floral designs.



CHAPTER 7
THE TEAM in yellow hazardous material suits carried in and
set up a case on four sturdy legs in the middle of the kitchen.
One side opened and, when sealed, was capable of
withstanding any temperature, acidity, pressure or insult.
Inside were adjustable clamps to suspend any item of any side
or shape in the center of the container.

An assistant opened the door and the leader gingerly
placed the carton inside, securing the clamps around it.

The leader looked around. “Stand clear.”
The others in suits stepped to the edge of the kitchen. The

agents braced themselves. All staff crouched to brace
themselves. The man swarmed by cats retreated stiffly to the
safest acceptable distance for unprotected mammals per
procedure dictated by the Protection Agency of Relentless &
Uncooperative Animals. A single dozing cat, which cared
nothing for citrus, remained asleep and unnoticed under an old
nightstand stored in the closet of the second guest room.

“Clear!” said the assistant.
“Clear!” said the commander of the agents.
“Clear!” said the dispenser of cheese and crackers in the

tent outside via radio.
The leader nodded. He removed a panel on top to reveal a

keypad. He typed a code into and retreated to the edge of the
kitchen. From the ceiling of the container, a long, sharp
nail-like protrusion descended slowly toward the carton.
Slowly, slowly. Until it touched, and continued to add
pressure.

Upon puncture, the carton slashed open violently for an
instant before imploding in a vicious splash of dazzling



colors, like a rabid aurora borealis choked with several
universes worth of twisting stars, filling the case like smoke.
In less than 0.079 seconds the livid, living colors, the roiling
carton, and anything that might have escaped upon puncture
sneezed out of existence.

At the same time, the hair on the fourth cat and any wool
garments instantly found their fibers harmlessly, though
unpleasantly, incinerated.



CHAPTER 8
UNMARKED VANS and trucks sped out of Max’s
neighborhood with dead leaves fluttering boisterously in their
wake.

No evidence remained to show that tents had ever been
erected, no footprints marred flowerbeds, no discarded gloves
littered the hedge, neither cheese cube or animal cracker
dotted the lawn, and not a single drop of condensation from
idling vehicles spotted the curb. Even squirrels seemed to
have been thrown back into their locations prior to the
intrusion, though they were too surprised to immediately
return to their usual preoccupations.

Inside the house, new hinges and deadbolts shone;
streakless windows hung invisible; three disgruntled cats
clung angrily to a pile of clean laundry; a single unnaturally
hairless cat stretched and yawned, marveling about its favorite
napping spot being uncommonly drafty.

And Max, feeling whiplashed, lingered in the kitchen,
cradling in both hands an unopened carton of soy milk, the
expiration date of which was for two months in the future.

THE END


